
EVENT REPORT ON - INDEPENDENCE DAY 

Date of the event Held: 15.08.2023 

Organizer: NCC  

Venue/Place: CMR TECHNICAL CAMPUS  

Number of students Participants ( students and Staff): 35  

Description about the Event: The Independence Day celebration at CMR Technical 
Campus was a vibrant event filled with patriotic fervor and pride. The day commenced 
with the solemn flag hoisting ceremony, symbolizing the freedom and unity of the 
nation. Following this, a distinguished guard of honor was presented to pay homage to 
the sacrifices made by our brave soldiers. The highlight of the celebration was the award 
ceremony, where NCC achievers and sports achievers were felicitated for their 
outstanding contributions and achievements. Their dedication and hard work were 
acknowledged, inspiring others to strive for excellence in their respective fields. The 
atmosphere was filled with enthusiasm and camaraderie as students, faculty, and staff 
came together to commemorate the spirit of freedom and the values that define our 
nation. It was a memorable day that instilled a sense of pride and patriotism in everyone 
present at the campus. 

Outcome of the event: The Independence Day celebration at CMR Technical Campus 
was a resounding success, uniting students and faculty in a shared spirit of patriotism. 
With the flag hoisting ceremony and guard of honor paying tribute to the nation's 
heroes, the event evoked a profound sense of respect and pride. Recognizing the 
achievements of NCC and sports achievers further inspired excellence and camaraderie 
among the campus community. Overall, the celebration served as a powerful reminder 
of the values of freedom, unity, and dedication to the nation. 

Photo 1: Inaugural Photo with Guest along with 

banner( Geo tagged)  
Photo2:  Participant  along with 
Guest/Speaker ( Geo tagged)  

   
   

   
   

 
  



 

  

 

Photo 3: Event Proof photos( Geo tagged)  
Photo 4: Event Proof Photos( News 
Paper Coverage Photo if any)  

 

 

Note: Number of photos restricted to two or four  
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